
 
 
 
Supplies Needed 
#34733004 Ecru, Cream, Pink & Green Pearl Bead Mix, 255G (1 pk) 
#34708206 Gold Metal Scroll Beads, 24 pc. (1 pk) 
#34770291 Natural Oval Gemstone Pendant (1 pk) 
#34708265 Gold Rhinestone Rondelle Metal Beads, 8 pc. (1 pk) 
#34771428 Gold Filigree Metal Connectors, 2 pc. (1 pk) 
#2949763 Gold 24G Wire, (1 pk) 
#34712001 Gold Findings Starter Pack, 145 pc. (1 pk) 
#34718102 Gold Open Link Chain, 30” (1 pk) 
 
Tools Needed 
Needle Nose Pliers, 2 pr. 
Round Nose Pliers 
Wire Cutters 
Crimping Pliers (optional) 
 
EARRING INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Slide a large ecru pearl, gold rhinestone rondelle, and a gold metal scroll 
bead onto a head pin.  Trim the stem and form a loop to make a beaded drop.  
Connect the loop to one end of a gold filigree connector. 
2. Slide a gold metal scroll bead, a gold rhinestone rondelle, and a medium 
ecru pearl onto an eye pin.  Trim the stem and form a loop to make a beaded 
link.  Connect the loop on the gold metal scroll bead side of the link to the loop 
on the other side of the gold filigree connector. 
3. Connect the loop on the other side of the beaded link to the bottom loop 
of an ear wire. 
4. Repeat steps 1-3 for the matching earring. 
 
NECKLACE INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Cut an 8” length of wire.  Run the middle of the wire through the holes at 
the top of the gemstone pendant.  Crisscross the wire above the pendant and 
twist it a few times.   
2. Join the two wires together above the twist.  Slide a gold metal scroll 
bead, a gold rhinestone rondelle, a large ecru pearl, a gold rhinestone rondelle 
and a gold metal scroll bead onto the joined wires. 



3. Just above the gold metal scroll bead, form the two joined wires into a 
wrapped loop to make the necklace pendant.  Trim any remaining tail and use 
needle nose pliers to pinch any exposed wire ends on the wrapped loop. 
4. Cut chain to desired necklace length. 
5. Use a 4mm jump ring to connect a lobster clasp to one end of the 
necklace chain.  Attach a 6mm jump ring to the other end of the necklace chain 
6. Use a 4mm jump ring to attach the wrapped loop on top of the necklace 
pendant to the middle link of chain on the necklace. 
 
SKILL LEVEL:   
Advanced Beginner 
 
APPROXIMATE TIME:  Less than 1 Hr. 
 


